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Introduction to the Winter Solstice Companion Booklet  
 
The Descent and Return of the Light e-retreat and ritual is delivered to you in three 
main formats so you can participate in the way that works best for you. The 
purpose of these formats and how they complement each other include: 
 

● This overview booklet gives you an idea of the whole flow of the ritual as 
designed to fit into any year as well as guidance for how to prepare to 
participate. If you are the type of person who likes to see the big picture, 
you can read through the booklet before the seasonal observance begins. If 
you’d rather go with the flow as we move through the ritual, no need to 
read every page as the daily e-mails can guide you through the process. 
But it would be beneficial for everyone to look at The Ritual and its 
Elements on pp. 7-10 as you will want to gather some ritual objects to 
make your candle wheel before we start. 

 
● Daily e-mails will help you build a little ritual and seasonal awareness 

into each day. The prompts they offer take what is in the Weekly Themes 
of this overview booklet and shape them into bite sized nuggets of 
inspiration. They are customized to fit with the lunar and solar happenings 
of each year.   

 
● Weekly tele/video sessions on a mid-week evening will explore the 

weekly themes,  offer guided meditations, and serve as a way to share with 
fellow seekers the wisdom you are gleaning from the ritual. Recordings 
that include theme info and meditations (but not group sharing) be 
available for those who can’t come on the live session. 

 
These virtual formats serve as a container for your retreat-in-everyday life and 
inspiration for you to enact your own rituals in the place where you live. Specific 
processes and prompts are given, but all is offered to serve as the sparks for shaping 
reflection and ritual that serves your own soul’s unique needs. Devoting yourself to 
this seasonal-long ritual observance can offer you support for needs such as: 
 

● creating or refreshing your spiritual / soul practice; 
● continuing on a healing journey through loss or grief; 
● tuning in to your creative source; 
● clarifying and building commitment for living out your soul purpose in 

the new year. 
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You may want to pause for a moment and set an intention for yourself for the 
coming season.  
 
The sections of this booklet are: 
 
The Season of Descent and Return of the Light (pp. 4-6)  - These reflections share 
the core inspirations and influences of the e-ritual that is guided by integration of 
Dark and Light to serve renewal and as a source of Love.  
 
The Ritual and Its Elements (pp. 7-10) – This section offers the nuts and bolts for 
creating and following the season long ritual and reviews the seasonal, weekly, and 
daily flow of the ritual. 
 
An Intuitive, Elemental Approach to Using Tarot/Oracle Cards During Descent 
and Return of the Light (pp. 11-13) – If you haven’t work much with Tarot before, 
these prompts for encountering the cards will be helpful. If you have worked with 
Tarot, you still might find a new way or two to connect with the wisdom images of 
the cards. Also includes how to order the decks that have inspired this ritual. 
 
The Weekly Themes – Each week of the ritual has a theme to guide reflection, 
prompts for reflection and using the Tarot, and lays out the ritual to do with your 
candle wheel. This booklet contains the general flow, not specific to any year. Each 
year offers variations in the flow of the weeks depending on the lunar cycle and the 
actual date of the Solstice.  
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The Season of Descent and Return of the Light 
 
Change swirls about us. Ripples come back to us from yesterday’s actions and great 
waves gather their force out in the ocean of the cosmos. The seasons and the cycles of 
nature are the dynamic constants in this change. Their natural shifts are not so 
consistent that we become complacent, but not so chaotic that we can’t glimpse a 
pattern. Our lives are part of this pattern. When we step away from the everyday 
demands of our fast-paced lives, we can glimpse the more expansive pattern 
reflected in the seasons. We are invited to see our lives as connected to a natural and 
ancestral wisdom existing beyond linear time. We can dare to become participants in 
the mystery of the Whole.  
 
Around the Solstices, Light and Dark are at their extremes. The Whole is tipped 
toward one end of Wisdom’s continuum. We are invited to learn from the fullness of 
Light around the Summer Solstice and from Dark around the Winter Solstice. Gifts of 
the Light include creation and growth. When Light peaks, its expansive energy is 
reflected in images of the Divine that are solar and active. Gifts of the Dark include 
intimacy and renewal. When Dark peaks, its receptive energy is reflected in image of 
the Divine that are lunar and gestational.  
 
We modern humans have fallen out of relationship with the Dark as electricity and 
technology bring the light into the night. When we lose the natural connection to 
nightly Dark, we become afraid of its unfamiliar energy. But the moon, earth’s 
companion and mirror to the sun, still knows the Dark and shows us a balanced 
approach to Light and Dark as she travels the sky in her 28 day cycle.  She basks in 
the light and shines it down upon us when she is full. But she also cultivates a time of 
withdrawal, spends three days dissolving into the darkness before she is re-born as 
the new moon.  Then she gathers light again. 
 
In Mysteries of the Dark Moon: The Healing Power of The Dark Goddess 
(HarperSanFrancisco, 1992), author Demetra George show us the moon’s teachings 
on how to flow through cycles of creation, preservation, and destruction. She 
highlights the necessity of the dark moon’s destructive phase to move toward 
transformation: 
 

It is at this point that we enter into a dark moon phase, the transition between 
the destruction of the old and creation of the new. This process is called 
transformation, a process that occurs whenever any life form has filled its 
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purpose and used up its vital store of energy. It then becomes necessary for 
that form to be broken down to liberate contained energy so it can be 
revitalized, recharged, and made available again to be infused with new 
form.  
 
The dark phase of the cyclical process is where healing and renewal occur. … 
In this process it is inevitable that we face our terror of the unknown, which 
keeps us constricted in fear. Our images of the dark will have to be revised. … 
An understanding of the Dark Goddess will help us develop our night vision, 
whereby we can discover a way through the darkness and know it as the 
place of our re-birth (pp. 24 – 25). 

 
Although this work of the Dark can be fierce, we do not have to face it alone. George 
points us toward receiving the guidance and companionship of the Lunar Divine 
who takes the form, rises from the stories, and may be felt as the energy of the Dark 
Goddess. In Descent and Return of the Light, too, Goddesses are guides and way 
showers through the Dark’s fullness, and supports for connecting with them comes 
through Tarot images and process as well as prayer, meditation, and ritual. But 
remember that the Lunar Divine is vast, many faced, and may be revealed to you 
differently. Other methods may emerge to support your connection. You are invited 
to stay open to the revelations of the season.  
 
Out of the deepest Dark we emerge into the Solsticetide - those days around the 
moment of turning from one extreme into the other – a time-out-of-time where the 
re-unification of Dark and Light brings forth a generative energy that the Italian poet 
Dante named so beautifully as the “love that moves the sun and other stars.”   
 
Yes, Love emerges from the connection of Dark and Light at Solsticetide. And it is in 
this soil of Love that we are invited to plant seeds of the new. In Descent and Return 
of the Light, we name and commitment to a special seed to nurture throughout the 
coming year. 
 
As we move into a new year, the Light our seed will need to grow begins to show 
itself, but so faintly at first. Because of time spent waiting in the Dark, we are better 
able to see Light’s first glimmers and dedicate ourselves to gestating the potential it 
offers. The gestating seed goes through a first spiraling cycle of growth. Our tending 
of the new through the still long nights of January can be hope-sustaining and 
strength-developing work.  
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The end of January and first days of February bring celebrations of Light from the 
fireworks of the Chinese Lunar New Year to candle rituals for Brigit, the Celtic 
Goddess and Saint, a tender of fire and patroness of poets, smiths, and healers. At 
this time, we can take the seed from the safety of the ritual container and become 
more active in the world to bring into physical manifestation. 
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The Ritual and its Elements 
 
To paraphrase Tarot teacher and writer Rachel Pollack, ritual builds a bridge 
between the physical and the spiritual. Actions undertaken with intention – and 
often, repeated in daily, seasonally, or annual intervals - and the objects used are the 
piers and cables, roadway and deck of ritual.  You can have a very simple bridge (a 
log over water) or a masterwork (the Brooklyn Bridge). When we pause to build and 
stand upon these bridges of connection between the realms, we tend our souls. Time 
taken to tend our souls, prepares us to move with greater wisdom, love, and strength 
through our everyday lives. 
 
We each have unique soul paths, and what follows is shaped – and limited - by what 
I have encountered on my soul path. I offer specific ideas and outlines in an attempt 
to be clear in my expression, but use and adapt, discard and add to this ritual as you 
are inspired. Feel your way forward following what emerges from your soul self 
calling to you. There is no one right way to travel through Descent and Return of the 
Light. 
 
The Flow of the Season 
 
This Solstice-hinged ritual begins with Waiting with the Dark and moves through 
Tending the Returning Light, following a double candle wheel that first spirals 
toward fewer candles being illuminated each week and then spirals back to full 
illumination by the end of the season. 
 
As the year enters its darkest phase in the four weeks before Solstice, we wait with 
the dark and to find the gifts it has to offer for explore weekly themes focused on:  
 

● pausing to celebrate what the passing year has given us;  
● connecting with the ancestors and our beloved dead for support:  
● finding the power of the dark in the season and in ourselves; and  
● releasing what we do not need to bring into the new year. 

 
At Solsticetide, we’ll celebrate the return of the light and the time-out-of-time that 
comes with the end of the year holidays. We will find a Solstice seed of the new to 
gestate as the light returns. 
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In January, we tend the returning light by discovering through weekly themes 
focused on:  
 

● what can be born of our broken parts,  
● how to root and reach inspired by the Solstice seed of the new;  
● what will emerge from our collaboration with our Solstice seeds 

inspirations; and   
● how to follow our heart’s light. 

 
Objects and Tools 
 

● A candle wheel with four candles. For the Waiting with the Dark phase, 
four candles should surround something like holly or evergreen branches 
to represent the everlasting Light in the Dark. For the Tending the 
Returning Light phase, the centerpiece should include something like a 
dark bowl of water to represent the Dark in the Light.  

 
● Tarot decks or oracles for connecting with the Greater Than / the Divine. 

You might use the same deck through the whole ritual or work with one 
for the dark half and another for the light half. My examples are drawn 
from the Dark Goddess Tarot for Descent and the Minoan Tarot for Return 
of the Light.  
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The Flow of the Weeks 
 
Weeks being on Mondays when a focus on a new theme and the numbers of candles 
to shine in the ritual time begins anew. Daily prompts received by e-mail break the 
themes into smaller parts for reflection. The Sunday e-mail aims to integrate the 
reflections of the week and inspire a ritual that holds the whole of the week’s theme. 
 
While there is an invitation to daily reflection and ritual, you will have to find what 
fits best into your life. I do encourage you to set an intention around the space and 
time you would like to create in your life for this. For example: 
 

● Ten minutes of daily reflection on the weekly theme (in the shower, on the 
bus, at your personal altar, while taking a lunch break) 

● Lighting candles every night (for a ten minute ritual, at the dinner table, 
for a few moments of candle gazing before bed) 

● One time of extended ritual (on Sunday as a family activity, on Friday if 
that the day that works for you, for an hour with extend meditation on 
varying days because of your schedule)  

 
The Flow of a Daily Ritual Session 
 
Transition: Leave the demands of your everyday life behind and enter sacred time. 
Perhaps going to or setting out your ritual objects, will be what you need to make the 
transition.  Taking three deep cleansing breaths is a simple way to shift the energy of 
your body.   
 
Respectful Approach / Opening Prayer:  Take time to invite and invoke the Sacred, 
perhaps in the form of the Goddess(es). Use your usual prayer or meditation 
practices. You could use the prayer that follows as it is or as a jumping off point for 
creating your own.  You could insert the name of the Goddesses you want to invite at 
different points. It is my own modification from a prayer by Laurie Sue Brockway. 
 

Please fill this time with sacred presence. 
Please protect me as I make my way through the season. 

Please point me toward  the wisdom I most need now. 
Make this a time of renewal in which I meet  my Soul Self. 

Awaken me to what I need to know next to serve the Whole. 
May I connect with the Divine energy that is right for me now. 

May I be aware of the Love sent surround me. 
So be it and so it is. 
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Communion: Spend time gazing into candles.  Spend time sitting in the dark.  Spend 
time tending the light. Spend time encountering the Goddesses and Wisdom Figures 
who appear. 
 
Gratitude and Closure:  Take time to tune into the real gift that you have received. ( 
Of course, what is received might come later, say, in a dream, out in nature, or 
through a casual comment.)  You may have a prayer of gratitude to recite as you 
close your ritual time. Or your thanks might be expressed very simply, for as the 
medieval Christian mystic Meister Eckhart said, “If the only prayer you ever say in 
your entire life is thank you, it will be enough.” 
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An Intuitive, Elemental Approach to Using Tarot/Oracle Cards During Descent 
and Return of the Light  
 
To translate messages of the seasons for greater understanding, The Tarot (or your 
favorite oracle) with its Divine and Wisdom Figures is an effective guide and 
companion. You can use any deck or sacred images as a companion for traveling 
through the season, but Ellen Lorenzi-Princes’ Dark Goddess Tarot is especially 
appropriate for the Descent time (and an inspiration for the whole series) and her 
Minoan Tarot for the Return of the Light. She has graciously allowed her images to 
be used in this booklet. The Gaian Tarot with its grounding in earth spirituality is 
also a wonderful guide through this time and offers its inspiration in these pages. 
Thanks also to Joanna Powell Colbert for the use of her images.  
 
Here is the latest ordering info for these decks:  
 

● The Dark Goddess Tarot deck is available at http://darkgoddesstarot.com 
● The Minoan Tarot is available at http://darkgoddesstarot.com/minoan-

order.htm 
● See the different version of the Gaian Tarot available at 

http://www.gaiantarot.com/shop/   
 
Use any or all of these elemental inspirations for encountering the Goddess or 
Wisdom Figures through the images of Tarot or oracle decks. 
 
Fire Approach:  Let an image from a deck inspire and spark something within you.  
Pull a card and be open to what stirs within you.  You can try these prompts:  
 

● What the first thing that pops into your mind upon viewing the image? and/or 
Where is there tingling / movement / tightening / loosening in your body 
when you first look upon the image? 

● How would you describe the image to someone who couldn’t see it?  What is 
important about what you have focused on in the description? 

● What part of image calls your attention?  What importance – personal or 
symbolic - does this have for you? 

● What is the impact of the colors on you? 
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Earth Approach:  Embody the Goddess or Wisdom Figure on the card.  Take the 
stance of the figure in the card; tune into how that feels in your body. Take an action 
in your everyday life that is inspired by what the Wisdom the figure conveys.  Wear 
clothes or colors like those shown on the card. Ellen Lorenzi-Prince’s companion 
books to her decks offer suggestions for actions that can be taken inspired by the card 
imagery. 
 
Air Approach: Read the myths and stories of the Goddess or Wisdom figures shown 
on the card.  
 
Water Approach:  Flow with the Goddess or Wisdom Figure and meet them in 
meditation. Let the figure step out of the confines of the image to speak to your heart, 
to your third eye, to your flowing place within.  There are many meditative processes 
that could help you with this encounter.  I offer here one of the simplest. 
 
Visio Divina is an adaptation of Lectio Divina, an ancient practice for praying the 
scriptures from the Christian tradition in which a text is read a number of times as a 
way to inspire movement in meditative thinking and prayer.  Traditionally it is a 
four step process of Reading (or in this case Viewing), Meditating / Rumination, 
Prayer, and Contemplating. 
 
Taking a Long Loving Look (Visio) - Steps:   
 

1. Sit comfortably with an inspirational image before you.  Gaze at it. Take “a 
long, loving look.” Then close your eyes and let some part of the image come 
into focus for you.  Spend a few moments with your eyes remaining closed to 
be with that image.    

2. Open your eyes and gaze again at the card or image for a moment or two.  
When you close your eyes again for a few moments perhaps a new image will 
come up for attention or the one from your first round will re-appear.  
Perhaps the figures on the card will move out of their positions and take their 
next step.  Where do they flow to?  Accept what ever comes.  

3. Repeat the process a third time.  Perhaps this time, a figure moves toward you 
and speaks or reaches out to touch you.  Accept what ever comes. 

 
Ruminate (Meditatio):- Take up your journal and write or draw/doodle about what 
you saw / experienced.  Muse about what these images might mean to you.  Explore 
now with words and/or doodles for a few minutes.   
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Insight and Prayer (Oratio) - Close your eyes and clear your mind with a few gentle 
breaths. Let some message of insight, gratitude, or supplication arise from your 
heart.  Be with this message. 
 
Connecting with Wisdom (Contemplatio) - Rest in what you have received.  Pause 
before you jump into your busy life.  Be in the presence of your new connection to 
this card and the wisdom offered. 
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Waiting with the Dark Week One: Elemental Gratitude 
 
Theme 
 
This week we prepare to journey into the dark. All journeys require preparation, 
even the inner journey. But we need a different kind of gear to travel on these paths. 
What we carry can not weigh us down; it must be light but powerful. Must fit into a 
bag no larger than a Seeker’s bundle and provide what we need to move through any 
challenge.  
 

 
From Joanna Powell Colbert’s Gaian Tarot 

(https://www.gaiantarot.com) 
 
Our gratitude is the gear to help us travel in the dark. In this first week of the 
Descent and Return of the Light series, we pause to gather in our gratitude by 
reflecting on gifts given during the passing season of harvest and the whole of the 
year.  
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Gratitude is a powerful gift that can be sparked from the smallest things and support 
us in even the most challenging times.  Jean Shinoda Bolen in her book Crones Don’t 
Whine writes of its nature: 
 

Gratitude is something we have inside us that rises to the surface when 
something in particular invites it out.  Gratitude is a wonderful spiritual 
practice, actually.  Every time you breathe an “ahhhh” or savor a moment, a 
thank-you for being alive is rising from your soul to fill your heart.  Yes, it’s about 
the beauty of seeing the geese flying overhead, but it’s more:  it’s a thank-you 
to the geese, to nature...And even more than this, it’s a thank-you that I am 
here, and that I have a place in the universe (pp. 60-61). 

 
Gratitude wells up spontaneously in us at times, and we can also invite gratitude to 
come meet us.  We can create rituals that deepen our connection to gratitude.  
 
Contemplation / Preparation 
 
In this week’s ritual we will be invited to light four candles. These candles can be 
related to the elements of fire, water, air, and earth and prompt gratitude in different 
areas of your life. Reflection guided by the images on your Tarot or oracle cards can 
help you prepare for the ritual.  
 
You might want to devote a night to each element and work toward a ritual at the 
end of the week that integrates your reflections over these nights. Aces from the Dark 
Goddess Tarot or your favorite deck can inspire you as you move through these 
reflection questions. If you are inclined toward writing, you could take notes, and 
these notes might inspire prayers of gratitude that you speak aloud during the ritual. 
But spontaneous prayers are lovely as well.  
 

Fire: Where did you shine most brightly this year? Be grateful for your own 
light, risks, and power.  Who helped you in this? What insight does your Tarot 
/ oracle card ignite? Offer gratitude for all the assistance the flowed to you 
from your community, the ancestors, the natural world, the realm of Spirit. 
 
Water:  What emotions flowed through you this year? Remember one or two 
emotions or moments from the season or year that were especially powerful, 
where you were cleansed, opened up, felt the flow, or moved in joy.  As you 
gaze upon the image before you, what flows into your heart. Offer words of 
thanks for the gifts that came from the deep well of your emotions. 
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Air: Where did you grow in wisdom this year? What new directions did it 
open up for you? Name your new knowledge or direction, and offer it thanks 
for coming into being. Who were your special teachers this year?  What idea 
comes to mind as you contemplate your Tarot / oracle image? Offer gratitude 
for all your teachers.  
 
Earth: How did the earth nurture you this season, this year? What were some 
fabulous meals that you ate?  What sensation do you feel in your body as you 
look at your Tarot / oracle card? Offer gratitude to the earth, her plants and 
her creatures without which we could not live.  Offer gratitude to all your 
fellow humans involved in the work of bringing food to your table.   

 
Ritual 
 
If you have not yet done so, gather your wreath / altar / reliquary / focal point with 
four candles centered around something like holly or evergreen branches to 
represent the everlasting light in the dark. This week you may also wish to place 
your Tarot Aces by each of the four candles. 
 
Light each candle offering an elemental reflection or prayer for each candle, such as:  
 

Fire: Offer gratitude for all the assistance the flowed to you from your 
community, the ancestors, the natural world, the realm of Spirit. 
 
Water:  Offer words of thanks for the gifts that came from the deep well of 
your emotions. 
 
Air: Offer gratitude for all your teachers.  
 
Earth: Offer gratitude to all your fellow humans involved in the work of 
bringing food to your table. 
 

Take time to bask in the candle light before ending your ritual time.  
 
Conclusion 
 
Strengthened and equipped with our gratitude, we approach the threshold of deep 
dark knowing we can pass through. We stand at the threshold, daring to return to 
where we began: the womb filled with the dark that nurtured us into being. 
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“Dare to come back to where you began” are the words that Ellen Lorenzi-Prince 
gives to the Dark Goddess Fool, Sheela Na Gig, a mysterious and paradoxical figure 
carved in stone on Celtic Christian churches.  She is old, has made friends with 
death. But her womb is fertile; she still births new life.  
 

 
 
At the 2014 Awen Tree workshop on Descent and Return of the Light, we 
encountered Dark Goddess Tarot Guides by taking the stance they showed on their 
cards. Awen Tree’s wise proprietress Winifred Tannetta Costello drew the Sheela 
and came up from her crouching saying: “You have to be flexible both to be born and 
to die.” 
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We cultivate flexibility in our body with exercise of our limbs. We cultivate flexibility 
in our souls with exercise that stimulates the whole self; it may start with the body, 
but continues on to include the emotions, the intellect, and the spirit. The elemental 
gratitude of this week’s descent cultivates the flexibility to let go into the darkness so 
that we can be re-born into the light.  
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Waiting with the Dark Week Two: Opening to the Ancestors 
 
The cry of the geese as they migrate leaves a melancholy echo. Then silence. Most 
other birds have gone before and many creatures of the land are in their dens. Leaves 
have fallen from trees; the bare and quiet branches stand against sky.  
 
The emptiness can seem bleak, but opportunity flows into its openness. A view to 
distant mountains opens up without leaves.  And while nature withdraws at this 
time of year, the presence of the ancestors grows stronger.  We tell stories of the 
recent dead at our holiday gatherings, passing on their memory and gifts to a new 
generation. We enact small rituals, cook holiday foods, and gather in the same ways 
as our family has for generations. We celebrate traditions and wisdom inherited from 
spiritual and religious paths nurtured by the ancestors of ancient times.  
 
The ancestors are our biological family, of course, but also those connected to us 
through choice, place, ideas, and traditions. Like the living, they are a mix of wise 
ones and trouble makers; sometimes all mixed in the same person. Teacher and 
writer Christopher Penczack, drawing from the Wiccan and shamanistic teachings, 
gives poetic names to each of these types of ancestors in his book The Mighty Dead. 
 

Ancestors of Flesh and Blood – Our Genetic Kin: We all come from a mother 
and father and the lines that flow from them back into the past. As we go back 
in time, the number of ancestors increases - and becomes more shared with 
everyone else on earth. We follow the lines until we reach the few common 
ancestors that came out of Africa and from which all humanity originated. The 
world’s deep traditions of ancestor veneration flow from the honoring of the 
genetic kin. 
 
Ancestors of Milk and Honey – Adopted Kin: We choose partners and spouses 
and become connected to their families. Particularly if we have difficult 
relationships with our biological family, we often move toward others who 
can nourish us; we make family of our friends. And if you were literally 
adopted, the family that chooses you, offers you their ancestral lines as well. 
 
Ancestors of Bone -Land Kin: The place where you live is the place where 
ancestors walked and worked and died to leave their bones in the earth. 
Before indigenous societies were disrupted, the genetic and land kin were the 
same, but in the Americas and other places of colonization and immigration, 
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the land holds ancestors from different lands. In New England where I live, 
the bones of recent immigrants, generations of those who have farmed and 
grown connected to the land, as well as native peoples who were – and are 
still – bonded to the land for millennia mix. Tending to ancestors here and 
how they have connected with, appropriated, tended, abused, and been 
formed by the land could be a place of great richness, pain, and the potential 
for healing. 
 
Ancestors of Breath and Bread – Story Kin: These are the ancestors with a 
common passion and vocation.  Writers and artists have those who’ve left 
their works to inspire us. Engineers could look the ancient Egyptians who 
created the pyramids. Computer geeks would seem to have few ancestors, but 
the 19th century’s Ada Lovelace, mother of the computer, and the 20th century 
Alan Turing, father of the computer, are recently receiving attention. And 
Steve Jobs probably still has ideas to share from the other side 
 
Ancestors of Spirit and Soul – Path Kin: These are the wise ones from our 
spiritual, religious, and justice-seeking traditions.  They stand between us and 
the Divine. Christian saints, Tibetan lamas, and leaders of justice movements, 
for example, share through the examples of their lives what they learned 
about how to walk the soul- shaping path you share.  

 
These ancestors come with gifts to offer and as the days grow darker the way opens 
for rituals, meditations, and reflections that connect us to their wisdom.  Celtic 
teacher Caitlín Matthews offers this counsel for connecting with the ancestors in her 
book The Celtic Spirit: 
 

[The ancestors] who were the wisdom-bearers and way-showers in their lives 
have not ceased from these roles. By asking our spiritual allies in meditation to 
take us to meet one or more of our wise ancestors, the living ancestors, we 
can travel to the timeless otherworld and visit them. We can discover spiritual 
allies in our living ancestors, consulting them about matters to do with our 
family, our way of live, and ways of respecting the spiritual core of all things. 

 
Contemplation / Preparation  
 
The Tarot can offer us images to help us connect to the ancestors and receive their 
messages more clearly.  The Tarot’s 16 Court- sometimes called People - Cards can be 
seen as standing between the activities of daily life of the Minors and the archetypes 
and Divine figures shown in the Major For each of the ancestor categories above, 
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select a Court Card by chance pull or conscious choice to represent an ancestor who 
wants to connect to you.   
 
You may also want to receive a message from this ancestor. Keep the Court Card that 
represents them out and from the rest of the deck pull a card to represent the 
message that they want to give you. 
 
Ritual  
 
In this third week in our movement toward the Solstice, we light four candles, but 
then blow one out to create a doorway through the ancestors can pass to join us in 
the circle of light.  We sit with them, receptive to the gifts they have to share.  
 
Sitting in the open circle of light, you may bring any or all of the Court/Ancestor 
cards that came to you during the contemplation time. Contemplate each card 
individually and, finally, contemplate them as a group. 
 
After sitting a while and receiving your ancestor message, you may want to draw a 
Major Arcana card to connect with the Divinity that can guide you in responding to 
the messages coming from your ancestors. 
 
Closing 
 
You may wish to have your closing offer thanks to the ancestors for responding to 
your call.  This prayer is slightly modified from its third century Christian origins 
and taken from the prayer book, god has no religion: 
 

With thankfulness in our hearts for the wise ancestors of all ages; 
For those who in times of darkness kept 

The lamp of wisdom burning; 
For the great souls who saw visions of 
Larger truth and dared to declare it; 

For the multitude of quiet and gracious souls 
Whose presence has been one with the world’s sacredness; 

And for those known and loved by us, 
Who have passed from this early fellowship 

Into the realms beyond. 
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Waiting with the Dark Week Three: Dark Power – From Tomb to Womb 
 
We have lost touch with the Dark, which manifests as fear or indifference and sends 
us fleeing toward lives lived only in the light.  Some feel a longing for more Dark and 
struggle to find its presence in the electronic wash that swamps our days and nights. 
As we lose this connection to what we could call the energy, spirit, or divinity of the 
Dark, we forget the gifts the Dark has to give.  

Clark Strand in Waking Up to the Dark reminds of these gifts with his meditations 
on the Dark experienced in the heart of the night and revealed to him as being 
feminine: 

"Sadly, in demonizing the dark, we have deprived ourselves of all the 
treasures that it holds: an ease with intimacy, the body, and our 
sexuality; the absence of fear and judgment; a peace that really does 
surpass all understanding, not as the result of assiduous effort over many 
years of spiritual practice, but because it is the birthright and the nightly 
gift of the Mother." 

 
The night’s moon-guided sight is more diffuse and flows over flaws rather than 
illuminate them. The marks our lives leave on us are gentled in the night, left 
unjudged. This space gives us a freedom to be fully who we are, not who we think – 
or are told – we should be.  
 
The Moon is the mirror of the Mother. Moon Mother shows us the path of birth, 
fullness, release, and re-birth. She invites us to enter the womb to be renewed. 
 
The way into Her womb is through the tomb.  
 
But because this renewal requires surrender and death, we have been taught not just 
to fear but to fight the tomb times in our lives. When fighting enemies, we can admit 
only their negatives. If we would let down our defenses and dare to stand at the 
tomb’s threshold, we could perceive its form as passage and know that the tomb’s 
ending is the not the whole of the journey.  
 
Yes, the tomb passage is fierce. As we move through a tomb process, the Dark strips 
away what is no longer possible but what we thought we most desired or needed. 
Though in many cases, once we are through this passage, we find that cost of what 
we had to surrender was no longer worth the price we’d paid to carry it.  
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No matter how we feel as we reach the end of the tomb’s passage, we arrive changed. 
We might be relieved that a load we needed lifted is gone. Or we might remain split 
open in grief rocking still with the wild inside. The Dark doesn’t judge, but accepts 
whatever we bring to its surround. In the long nights before the Solstice, we are 
offered a real and physical darkness within which to make this change. 
 
As the Dark surrounds and accepts, it becomes a compost which transforms us so 
that suddenly, we – as if floating – sense the tomb has become the womb. And here 
in the pause between death and re-birth, we can step out of linear time. Communing 
now more fully with the Eternal, we bask in its flow and find within ourselves the 
reflections of a Greater Than that we will need to emerge from the womb. 
The Gaian Tarot’s Awakening opens us to this wisdom with an image. A dark figure 
stands open-hearted before the Divine ringed by the circle of community. Their 
foundation is the opening into Ireland’s Neolithic mound at Newgrange, the best 
known monument in a complex of burial and astrological sacred sites known as Brú 
na Bóinne, home to the Celtic God of Love and Dreams Aenagus. 
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Most of the year Newgrange’s interior lies in darkness, but on Winter Solstice 
morning a roof box at the entrance is arranged such that the rising sun is channeled 
to flood its passageway and chambers in light for 17 minutes. 
 
In these moments, Dark and Light mix together, rise and fall exuberantly like long 
separated lovers, and conceive the next spiral of the world’s becoming. Dark and 
Light each need  moments of their own fullness, but then their reunion on the 
Solstice creates that generative energy that the Italian poet Dante named so 
beautifully as the “love that moves the sun and other stars.”   
 
The Dark does not actually birth the Light. The Dark and the Light – after times of 
separation -  come together to conceive and birth Love. They begin a partnership of 
nurturance to bestow on Love their own best qualities that might be named as: 
intimacy, mystery, surrender, passion, growth, and joy. The inheritance of Love is 
both Dark and Light.  
 
The long nights of this season create for each of our own personal Newgrange. Here 
we are steeped in a Dark Love that strips and polishes us, and also wishes for us a 
renewal as beautiful as Love’s rebirth on Winter Solstice morning. 
 
Contemplation / Preparation 
 
In this third week of Waiting with the Dark, we stand grounded in the joy ignited by 
our elemental gratitudes and supported by our ancestors. This gives us the courage 
to pass through the gateway into the Tomb to Womb passage to seek our Solstice 
illumination.  
 
Who are the guardians at your gateway to Solstice illumination?  
 
Tarot helps to meet these guardians at the gateway, to learn their lessons and receive 
their support.  
 
Pull a card to represent the first guardian who has a message for you of a lesson to 
learn necessary for your re-birth. Pull a second guardian card to represent a message 
of support being sent to you as you enter deep Dark. 
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Ritual 
 
This week we light four candles and blow two out, creating the gateway to Solstice 
through ritual. As you sit with your two candles lit,  bring out your guardian cards. 
Weave their messages together and cross under the archway of their wisdom.  (The 
Dark Goddess Tarot does have special gifts to offer in this regard. In the little booklet 
that comes with the deck, Ellen Lorenzi-Prince gives voice to the Goddesses with 
messages that I call koans, brief sayings that contain deep wisdom and invite further 
meditation.) 
 
Closing 
 
The 2014 Guardians drawn for sharing with the group were Ixchel who presides over 
waters of re-birth and Tiamat who presides over waters of surrender. They are 
essential guides for this time of year.  
 

 
 

There is no end to death. 
There is no end to birth. 

And what has been lost, lives still in the dark, 
waiting for its moment 

waiting for its form 
into which to be re-born.  
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Waiting with the Dark Week Four: Release and Renewal 
 
Theme 
 

Why fear ye the Dark Queen, oh men? 
She is your renewer. 

Dion Fortune 
 

We arrive at the darkest time of the year. In Demetra George’s Mysteries of the Dark 
Moon, these short days of the solar year mirrors the dark moon time of the lunar 
cycle. We can follow the moon literally in its moon-thly permutations and also adapt 
its lessons and rituals to other times when the same energy is needed.  These days 
just before the Solstice are a good time to cultivate the dark moon’s gifts of release 
and renewal that lead to re-birth. This work then invites the seed of something new 
to emerge in your life just like the Light returning anew. 
 
I see the work of release and re-birth in the moon-thly cycle as flowing in four (not 
cleanly linear) phases: 
 

 

RELEASE - Recognize Death: Loss is a presence in our lives.  
We make plans and they are not realized. We lose jobs and 
favorite jewelry. Our bodies change as we age. Physical 
death claims our loved ones. To ignore loss requires a 
barricade of psychic energy be built between us and reality. 
Maintaining the barricades drains energy away from the 
movement toward new life. The first phase of renewal is to 
dare to acknowledge what is dead in your life, what is 
unrealized, what you want to or must release. 
 

 

RENEW – Honor Grief, Practice Purification: The feelings 
and changed realities that flow from the encounter with 
Death call to be honored. Let your tears flow. Scream out 
into the dark night. Burn what no longer serves. Bury broken 
bits in the earth. No need to think too much about what to 
do. Rather be led by your emotions and instincts. The dark of 
the night helps you follow your wild nature to truly 
encounter death. (Of course, do this safely. We’ll ask a 
Wisdom Figure to travel with us in our ritual. If you think 
you also need physical support, ask a friend to be with you 
or do your ritual with a group.) 
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REST – Let the New Gestate: You have worked hard and 
now rest is your reward. It is easy to ignore this phase in our 
busy world, but it holds the purpose of the whole process as 
well as its greatest gift. This is where new life emerges. The 
Death experience and your grief rituals are compost for a 
new seed to be planted in the womb of the new moon dark.  
 

 
 

WISH – Communion with the Seed: Sit with your seed to 
come to know it. Yes, it comes from you, but it is born of a 
mysterious process that opens up new potential. The seed 
may want to reveal new gifts, dreams, desires, or directions 
to you. Delight in finding them. Let yourself wish for how 
you would like to see this seed grow.  
 

 
Preparation / Contemplation 
 
Who will be your Divine Protector as you move through this Darkest time? Use a 
Tarot or oracle deck to find this guide. If you are not using a deck in which all cards 
show a Divine Figure - such as the Dark Goddess Tarot then I suggest that you pull a 
card from the Major Arcana.   
 
You may also want to receive specific guidance on your release work, and the cards 
can help as you pull them in response to questions such as: 
 

● What to release into the embrace of Death? 
● How to honor its passing? 
● How to keep connected to the support of my Guide? 
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Ritual    
 
This ritual time brings us from the last days of Waiting with the Dark into the 
celebration of the Solstice. 
 
Start of the Week:  Light one candle and invite a Divine Figure to lead you through 
the Dark.  Spend some time making your requests for help and support from your 
Guide. 
 
The Two to Three Days Before the Solstice: You light no candles but let the Dark and 
your Guide help you through release and renewal (as described above).  Depending 
on your schedule you may want to give a theme such as Release or Renewal to each 
day. 
 
On the Solstice: Let yourself rest. Go out and play with others. Light as many candles 
as you wish. Attend a bonfire. Quiet yourself and pull a Tarot or oracle card to show 
you an image of your Solstice seed of the new. You don’t need to do too much 
meaning making around the seed on this day, just admire it and let it enter your 
heart.  
 
A Day or Two After the Solstice: Keep lighting candles and basking in their light. 
Spend time with your seed and meet its invitations, challenges, and gifts. Make your 
wishes for the coming season of the Light’s return or for the year. Write them down 
for later review and reflection. Keep your seed card out where you can see it through 
the end of the year, and be open to new messages emerging. 
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Tending the Returning Light Week One: What Can Be Born of Our Broken Parts 
 
Theme 
 
In December we embraced the darkness, released the no-longer-needed into its dark 
nurture, and imagined the seed of the new planted in the compost of what we’d 
released. Then we gathered in holidays celebrations filled with sparkle and fire. Lit 
candles at tables of feasting. Circled bonfires sending a river of sparks up to find the 
sun. We exuberantly invited new light into our lives.  
 
But January’s nights are still long. The light is as slim as the crescent moon, as small 
as the pin prick shine of distant stars. To tend this light is an act of hope and 
faithfulness. We might take the Spider Woman who spins her web on the Dark 
Goddess Tarot’s Star card as a guide.  Ellen Lorenzi Prince-Prince writes of the power 
and wisdom of this Hopi Goddess of Thought and Creation in her Dark Goddess 
Companion book: 
 

In the darkness in the beginning of time, Spider Woman is told she is too small 
and weak to help, yet through intelligence, persistence, and belief, she travels 
to and returns safely from the Lake of Fire. She succeeds in brining light and 
warmth into the world where more imposing animals try and fail. In another 
tale, she keeps the rising sky from leaving the world entirely by spinning web 
lines day and night to tie heaven to earth and preserve her creation. 
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Heaven sends its light to earth, and the seed we planted at Solstice, so small itself, 
feels the quiet invitation: “Come, Emerge. Begin.”  
 
Your seed is responding to what Demetra George calls Light Quickening, which is 
the Crescent phase of the moon’s cycle and corresponds to January and the post-
holiday season in the solar cycle. In Mysteries of the Dark Moon, she writes, “The 
symbolic seed breaks out of its seed casing and pushes it first shoots above ground.” 
 
How we break is how we grow.  
 
The urge to present ourselves as images of perfection, achievement, and control are 
reinforced by deep roots (the Puritan belief that being bound for heaven could be 
seen in success while living, for example) and surface reflections (commercials 
around the holidays, for example, or pretty much any time), but the truth is we are 
imperfect and constantly breaking. We lose jobs, love, and money. Forces beyond our 
control buffet us. Things don’t turn out as planned and we are disappointed.  
 
When this breaking happens, the forces of perfection tempt us to turn on ourselves 
and others with criticism, doubt, shame, or just trying to escape. But in this place of 
Light Quickening guided by Spider Woman, we are invited to a more gentle 
approach, one that cultivates qualities such authenticity, self-compassion, and joy. 
These are some of the qualities that researcher and writer Brene Brown explores in 
The Gifts of Imperfection. She defines them drawing from her research on shame, 
vulnerability, and wholehearted living: 
 

● Authenticity is the daily practice of letting go of who we think we’re 
supposed to be and embracing who we are. 
 

● Self-compassion includes being kind to oneself; recognizing that suffering 
and feeling inadequate are shared by all humanity; and mindfully paying 
attention to all our emotions but not over-identifying with them either. 

 
● Joy, which comes from the Greek word chairo meaning “culmination of 

being,” flows to us when our hearts open to connect to Spirit and 
gratitude, both when we are happy and when we are challenged.   

 
When our lives – and our seeds – break and are met with authenticity rather than 
shame, with self-compassion rather than self-criticism, and with joy rather a closed-
down heart, then we grow. We are still broken, but we grow. 
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Tarot Play 
 
Bring out your Dark Moon Guide from the last week of Descent of the Light. Be sure 
to offer gratitude for this figure’s support for your transition from light to dark. 
Check in with yourself and tune into messages from this guide as to whether S/He 
will continue as your guide this week or pass the baton to another Wisdom figure. If 
necessary, pull a card to represent that figure.  
 
Bring out your Seed Card. Spend some time contemplating it anew.  
 
Then using the rest of your deck, pull or choose cards in response to questions like: 
 

● Authenticity: How can I more fully embrace who I really am? 
● Self-Compassion: What is the best way for me to be kind to myself right now? 
● Joy: How can I cultivate joy? 

 
Ritual 
 
In this first week of Tending the Returning Light, you are invited to gather the 
elements of a wreath / ritual focal point, including four candles to represent the light 
and something like a bowl of dark water to represent the light in the dark.  
 
As many nights as you are inspired or able to this week, light the first candle to 
representing light growing in the season as well as your emerging seed. Invite your 
Guide or Spider Woman to support you to break open your seed. Surround the seed 
coming forth from within you with your authenticity, self-compassion, and joy cards.  
 
Tend the returning light, wait for its emergence. Know we are all held in a web of 
connection. When one of us grows, the whole web expands.  
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Tending the Returning Light Week Two: Root and Reach 
 
Theme 
 
The Solstice seed of the new bursts the constraints of its casing. The potential of the 
elemental seed breaks apart, leaves the protective cocoon in response to the promise 
of growing light. The twilight lingers a bit longer and glimpsing even this small 
increase lifts our spirits when we pause to note this subtle change. Demetra George 
in Mysteries of the Dark Moon calls this period Light Ascending when “the 
symbolic seed establishes its root and stem structure.”   
 
Our seeds must root and reach.  
 
The work of the seed to establish itself is two-fold and divergent. The seed – and our 
vision of it grown and mature - must reach toward the heights and our soul’s greater 
aspirations, but to do that the seed must be rooted in a soil that gives it support from 
which to grow.  The Visionary (Major Arcana IX) of Ellen Lorenzi-Prince’s newest 
deck, The Minoan Tarot, expresses this balance beautifully in words and image: 
 

The Visionary watches for souls. She sees where they live and where they go. 
She can send her sight to travel with them. Souls have a brightness that draws 
her to them. She seeks to discover their origins and destinations, their meaning 
and purpose, in this world and beyond. The Visionary does not lose herself, but 
remains grounded through her affinity with the stone. She brings profound 
knowledge and inspiration down to Earth. 
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Soul tending working is, at its essence, about the acceptance and balancing of 
elements that may seem to be in opposition but exist as necessary complements to 
each other. Our dance with the tension between them is how we meet and move into 
our soul, that fullness of self that includes root and reach, body and spirit, and, as 
Celtic scholar and poet John O’Donohue points us to, belonging and longing. In his 
Eternal Echoes, O’Donohue writes,  
 

The hunger to belong is at the heart of our nature,” and it is the natural world 
that is one of our greatest teachers about how to belong. The rhythm of the 
natural world with its stable stones, planted trees, and returning tides instruct 
us in what it means to belong. “The art of belonging is the recovery of the 
wisdom of rhythm. 

 
And within this belonging is the beginning of longing; to hunger is to long. 
O’Donohue talks about the small voice that calls you to quest:  
 

It is the voice of the eternal longing within you, and it confirms you as a 
relentless pilgrim on the earth. There is something within you that no one or 
nothing else in the world is able to meet or satisfy. … This eternal longing will 
always insist on some door remaining open. … When you befriend this longing, 
it will keep you awake and alert to why you are here on earth. 

 
 
Ritual 
 
In this second week of Tending the Returning Light, you are invited to light two 
candles in the moments when day and night meet. See if you can sense the extra 
minute of daylight each day. What does it take to tune your awareness to this subtle 
shift? Now bring your heightened awareness to the seed you’ve been tending since 
Solstice. What is happening in the life of this seed in the lengthening light? 
 
Tarot Play 
 
You might think of one your candles as the Candle of Root, of the Body, of 
Belonging. You could meditate upon its light and as you do draw Tarot/oracle cards 
as prompts for insight into questions such as (try a different question each night):  
 

● What grounding roots does this seed need to grow? 
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● How does this seed root me more deeply in my values … my body … my 
landscape … the earth? 

● What is the earth dreaming in me through this seed? 
● What does this seed need to belong in my life?  
● What does this seed teach me about the necessity of belonging? 

 
You might think of the other candle as the Candle of Reach, of Spirit, of Longing. 
You could meditate upon its light and draw Tarot/oracle cards as prompts for 
insights into questions such as (try a different question each night):  
 

● What is the seeding inviting me to reach for?  
● What is the message of Spirit coming to me through this seed? 
● What is the Eternal dreaming in me through this seed? 
● What longing does this seed awaken in me? 
● How does this seed keep me awake and alert to why I am here on the earth? 
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Tending the Returning Light Week Three: Emergence 
 
Theme 
 

The Solstice seed emerges. After root and reach, the seed takes form and moves out 
into the world. Now this seed is both of you and beyond you, being born of your 
release and renewal, but responding with its own unfolding to take its place in the 
Whole of All Things. 
 
To live, the seed must change. For you to gain the gift of the seed, you must be open 
to this change. A dynamic relationship between you and the seed is required. You 
must tend it with the energy fed by your original longings, but also allow the seed to 
grow where the light is shining. The light may call you both to surprising places if 
you would follow its path of fullness and shadow, if you would listen with the ears 
of your heart, if you would close your eyes like Justice to take a lesson from the 
wisdom within. 
 
The Minoan Tarot’s Chariot is a beautiful teacher about how to flow in a cooperative 
movement of Self and Seed.  Ellen Lorenzi-Prince describes the image in the 
companion booklet: 
 

On a painted stone sarcophagus from the New Palace Period, the Goddess 
drives a chariot drawn by griffins. With the body of a lion and head and wings 
of an eagle, the sovereign of beasts and the sovereign of birds together, 
griffins are especially powerful and majestic creatures, as they harness the 
powers of both Earth and Heaven. Yet the Goddess does not strain to hold the 
reins on the magical beasts. Her control is effortless. 
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The griffins of Earth and Heaven show last week’s work of the seed’s root and reach. 
The single rein the Goddess holds is the focused connection of Her longing; this will 
help to set a direction. 
 
But I see only one rein of conscious control in this image. 
 
There is, however, another connection suggested. The Goddess extends her chest 
toward Her creatures. The heart lives in the chest. I believe Her heart is the second 
rein. This heart rein does not control so much as align. Her heart rein is curious about 
where their griffins might want to go. Her heart rein is open to the journey as it 
unfolds. The heart rein invites new revelations. 
 
Tarot Play 
 
In this third week of Tending the Light, the questions to ponder and pull card for 
might be these (or modifications you make out of your own seeking): 
 

● Where to be active in the shaping of the seed’s emergence? 
● How to stay open to surprising revelations of the seed? 
● What is the message coming from my heart in this time of emergence? 

 
Ritual 
 
In this third week of Tending the Light, you might want to continue your candle 
lighting ritual or you might take your gaze to the horizon and spend a few minutes 
in observations of the sunset’s movement through the week. Carrying the cards 
drawn in response to the Tarot Play with you, could allow you to pull them out at 
any moment or location for an impromptu ritual tuned to the moving light.   
 
And, too, take some time to tend to your heart this week. Perhaps you might find or 
create a poem or prayer that directs attention, support, or guidance to your heart.  
 
Closing 
 
Here is the poem/prayer that came to me during my 2015 tending of the light: 

 
In the lengthening of day, 

in the light of moon and shift of seasons, 
in the imperishable stars that burn behind clouds, 
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may we meet the immensity of our hearts, 
open to the rivers that flows through it chambers - 

of happiness and sorrow, 
of anger and compassion 

of grief and joy – 
and rest then wiser 

in the heart’s source 
that is Abundant Love, 

Renewing Love, 
Simply Love. 
Blessed Be. 
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Tending the Returning Light Week Four: Follow the Heart’s Light 
 
And now the seed begins its journey of growth in the outer world, where the longer 
days kindle our anticipation of spring’s return. From the underworld of winter, the 
seed emerged and now the greater light of the sun and the inner light of your heart 
will nurture its growth. We celebrate what has been birthed. We prepare to tend the 
next unfolding.  
 
The greater light of the sun and the seasons have their own rhythm, but you are the 
keeper of the heart’s light, shaper of its direction, cultivator of its flow. .  
 
Flow, card XIV of the Minoan Tarot, shows a priestess at her sacred task of pouring 
libations. Ellen Lorenzi-Prince’s companion book describes this rite:  
 

The ritual is an offering to the great ones, expressing gratitude for the gift of life 
in a magical world. … The pouring of libations is both offering and petition, 
both giving and receiving. It is life and power flowing from divinity to humanity, 
with love and respect flowing from human hearts in return.  

 

 
 
Ellen offers this message from the image: Your heart is the crossroads of the power of 
the flow.   
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Your double-chambered heart flows both with giving and receiving, beats both 
because of earth taking form in muscle and because of a mysterious spirit animating 
the life force. Where these opposites touch is the center of your heart, is the 
crossroads of your interior being. It is an imaginal space – a soul place – rather than a 
physical spot you can find, but you are called to visit here when you want to grow.  
  
Your seed will want to grow as it moves from winter to spring and onward through 
each season. The seed will return time and again to the crossroads and you with it. 
This will sometimes be a place of challenge where old patterns of shame, self-
criticism, or fear may tug at you again. This will sometimes be a place of failure 
because not all seeds grow. This will sometimes be a place of success where the 
unfolding of the seed aligns with the rhythms of the wider world and your own 
longings and visions. 
 
And because we are in the place of the heart, all can be received with Love. For Love, 
protected by and flowing from the center of your heart, receives all things, pours out 
its endless light, is generous with its hospitality.   
 
At the crossroads, you are invited to offer this loving hospitality of the heart to all 
that enters. When fear enters, offer it comfort and send it down the path of release. 
When failure enters, sit with your own disappointment; don’t try to change the 
feeling, just hold it close to your heart until the Love’s light there shines on the path 
that leads to healing. When success comes, celebrate its delights and send it down the 
path of humility or greater challenge.   
  
Ritual and Tarot Play 
 
In this final week of Tending the Returning Light, we have come to a crossroads in 
our ritual time together. The seed birthed at Solstice calls to be celebrated. The next 
phase of life calls for new growth. This ritual of winter calls to be concluded so we 
can step on to springtime’s path.  
 
During this week, you are invited to light four candles and array around them cards 
that respond to these questions balancing celebration and preparation: 
 

● What have I achieved in birthing the seed? 
● How to celebrate this achievement? 
● What waits for me at the crossroads of winter and spring, of birth and 

growth? 
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● How to move forward held in the flow of the heart’s light and Love? 
 
Conclusion of the Series and the Season 
 
At week’s end, you may want to pause to reflect on the ritual as a whole and offer 
your gratitude to winter for gestating the seed. Celtic teacher and writer Caitlín 
Matthews suggests the practice of saying a prayer or poem of gratitude to winter at 
your back door or window on January 31st. You might want to write your own or use 
her Farwell to the Season of Samhain from The Celtic Devotional: 
 

Go with thanks and go with blessing 
Season of deep memory. 

Souls with joy are deeply freighted. 
Hearts are charged with heritage. 
As ancestors you have traveled, 

You have come to Winter’s home. 
Father Counsel you have cheered us. 

Mother wisdom who has smiled. 
Touch the hidden seed with us. 

May we grow as Spring’s own child. 
 
May you travel well as spring pours its light deeper and deeper into the night. I look 
forward to the next crossing of our paths here in world of bone and flesh or in the 
deep heart place that is both at our centers and everywhere - and from which flows 
an always embracing Love.   
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Words of Gratitude 
 
I am grateful to Ellen Lorenzi-Prince and Joanna Powell Colbert not only for their 
beautiful and inspiring images, but also for the wisdom they bring into the world 
through their teaching, art work, and writing. My work is deeply influenced by 
theirs. 
 
I am also grateful to those who offered support and feedback as well as engaged with 
the ideas and activities of this ritual through their participation in my 2014-2015 
circle offerings: Jennifer Badot, Mimi Clemente, Michelle Crawford-Bewley, Brigit 
Esselmont, Linda Farmer, Jean Frances, Bernadette Giblin, Jezanna Gruber, Deborah 
Guy, the late Bev Haskins, Karen Karlovich, Irini Killian, Ellen LaFleche, Arwen 
Lynch, Judy Nathan, Mary Clare Powell, Wanda Rice, Michele Rapp, Mark Roessler, 
Julie Rosier, Shari Smith, Julie Theroux, and Hayley Wood. 


